The DNA in repressive loops is often tightly bent. DNA flexibility imposes significant constraints on their topology suggesting that they may exist as perturbations in plectonemic DNA.
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The formation of DNA loops between proteins bound to widely separated sites can facilitate transcriptional regulation and DNA recombination. Natural examples of this regulation include the constraint of tight repressive DNA loops by the GalR, AraC and LacR proteins [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These loops are often short, around 80-250 base pairs, and because DNA is torsionally rigid this means that the two binding sites must be on the same face of the double helix [2, 5] . In the lac operon two alternative loops can be formed: one between the principal operator sequence, O 1 , which overlaps the transcriptional start site, and a second, weaker operator, O 3 , 92 base pairs upstream; and the other between O 1 and another weaker operator, O 2 , 401 base pairs downstream ( Figure 1A ) [6] . In both cases, the tetrameric Lac repressor closes the loop with each of its two reading heads binding to one operator. These reading heads are joined by two flexible regions, which potentially allow the conformation of the repressor to vary between a V-shape and a more extended structure [7] . This potential variability raises two questions: does loop configuration affect angle between heads? And how might repressor flexibility operate in the context of the bacterial chromatin?
To address these questions Swigon et al. [8] have recently calculated the energy required to form short, bent loops when the DNA binding sites contact the reading heads in an anti-parallel or parallel orientation relative to the path of the DNA ( Figure 1B ). They found, using a new model of sequence-dependent DNA elasticity, that, for a 74 base-pair loop of relaxed DNA with a helical repeat of w10.5 base pairs, certain loop structures, notably those that form anti-parallel loops with a V-shaped repressor and those with a more open loop and an extended repressor, are energetically preferred to a structure with a tight loop bound in a parallel configuration. The important conclusion is that DNA flexibility per se can, in isolation, determine both loop and repressor conformation.
How then do these calculations relate to the natural environment of a lac repressor loop, or, indeed, other repression loops? Normally, the Escherichia coli chromosome is negatively supercoiled in vivo. In vitro, loop stability is enhanced by negative superhelicity [4, 9] , which concomitantly increases the preferred helical repeat from a relaxed value of 10.5 base pairs to w10.8-10.9 base pairs [10] . Similarly, in vivo the helical repeat of both the lac loop [11, 12] and those of loops formed by the AraC protein [13] and the Hin invertasome [14] are increased to w11.1-11.3 base pairs. This value indicates strongly that these tight loops have the configuration of a right-handed toroid corresponding to the interwindings of the plectonemic form of supercoiled DNA, rather than that of the left-handed toroidal form (for which the helical repeat would be less than the relaxed value of w10.5 base pairs) [15] .
In vivo, plectonemes are likely dynamic structures, oscillating between an extended tight high-pitch configuration and a more compact open low-pitch form. They are thus essentially The stabilisation of one turn of an interwinding duplex is largely consistent with the described characteristics of DNA binding by LacR. The bending of DNA away from the two reading heads would allow the tetrameric repressor to stabilise the coherent bend formed by one complete interwound turn [5] . This would correspond to the parallel configuration of reading heads. Energetically, as calculated by Swigon et al. [8] , this arrangement is disfavoured if the DNA has a helical repeat of w10.5 base pairs. In contrast, atomic force microscopy of the LacR (and GalR) repressor bound to a supercoiled DNA minicircle, but with a separation of 197 base pairs between operators (corresponding to a helical repeat of 10.9 base pairs), suggested that the reading heads adopted an anti-parallel binding configuration [16] . In vivo, however, the formation of tight loops, or even in this case possibly complete superhelical turns, is facilitated by the HU proteins, which increase the bending flexibility of DNA and thus substantially reduce the required bending energy [17, 18] .
These considerations also reveal a rationale for the flexibility of the LacR tetramer. In vivo, the superhelicity of DNA is quite variable, changing in response to both growth phase and stress. Such changes could alter both the helical repeat of DNA and the pitch of the interwindings in the plectoneme. In this situation, the repressor could respond to at least small changes in superhelical density by altering the hinge angles and so maintaining the alignment of the reading heads with the operator sites and, in turn, maintaining repression. Possibly of more significance is the breaking of the repression loop on induction and its subsequent reestablishment on exhaustion of lactose.
Using a model system for O 1 and O 3 , in which the strength of the operator sites was inverted from the natural situation so that the stronger of the two operators occupied a position equivalent to O 3 relative to the promoter, Becker et al. [18] showed that the efficiency of induction was still dependent on operator spacing, but unexpectedly the helical repeat dependence now had a lower value. This indicates that the average topology of the loop changes in the presence of inducer. In the natural promoter O 3 both has the lower affinity for LacR and also overlaps an upstream contact for RNA polymerase [19] . As the toroidal topology of DNA constrained by polymerase and its activators can differ substantially from that of the repression loop [20] , the initial binding of polymerase could facilitate the breaking of the loop while the flexibility of the LacR hinges could allow the loop to reform easily if the polymerase binding were unproductive. Put another way, the flexible hinges in the repressor buffer conformational fluctuations in the repression loop to maintain optimal regulation. Growth Control: p53, the Guardian Angel of Compensatory Proliferation Compensatory growth, or regeneration, is used to replace damaged tissue during animal development. Recent work has revealed a new role for Drosophila p53 in the compensatory proliferation of cells that are needed to repair damaged tissues, a role that requires the non-apoptotic function of the caspase protease Dronc.
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Organ and tissue size is regulated by cell proliferation, cell growth and cell death during animal development [1] . Remarkably, tissues with severe damage are capable of regeneration during development through a process of compensatory growth, resulting in tissues and structures of normal size and pattern [2] . Such damage is triggered by cellular insults, including DNA damage, that activate programmed cell death (apoptosis). p53 is a key regulator of the response to genotoxic stress, and its importance in suppressing tumor formation is underscored by its inactivation in many human cancers [3] . p53 responds to cellular insults either by arresting the cell cycle, so that DNA can be repaired, or by triggering apoptosis [4] . A recent study published in Current Biology by Wells et al.
[5] implicates cell-death regulators, including p53, in compensatory proliferation and regeneration of damaged tissues during development of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. The discovery of cell-death regulators that promote cell proliferation and regeneration provides a new twist in our understanding of the mechanisms controlling life and death decisions during animal development.
Compensatory cell proliferation is used to repair developing adult structures (imaginal discs) in Drosophila following the induction of cell death [6] [7] [8] . 'Undead cells' can be created in developing fly tissues by activating cell death while protecting against the demise of these cells with expression of p35, an inhibitor of caspase proteases. This results in overgrowth of tissues because of compensatory proliferation of cells that is associated with ectopic expression of the patterning regulators Wingless (Wg) and Decapentaplegic (Dpp). Additionally, Jun N-terminal kinase and the initiator caspase Dronc have been implicated in the regulation of overgrowth, but several mysteries about this tissue repair mechanism remain unsolved.
Wells et al. [5] recognized that the creation of large regions (compartments) of undead cells in fly wing imaginal discs causes a 3-4 day developmental delay during the third larval instar stage. In addition, wing imaginal discs that contain undead cells undergo growth arrest specifically during the third larval instar such that these tissues are smaller than those in control animals. Growth arrest in imaginal discs containing undead cells is transient, however, as these tissues can become nearly 50% larger than controls prior to the onset of pupariation. This prompted the authors to investigate the influence of undead compartments of cells on cell division in wing imaginal discs. They discovered that undead
